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NATIONAL CANNABIS
AWARENESS
Oh how times have changed, am I right?
While the politics and taboos
of marijuana remain up in the air
there is one thing that is factual:
Cannabis dispensaries and cultivation centers
are high targets for theft and armed robbery.
Things are made even more complicated as
federal law still recognizes marijuana and its
products as schedule one, or strictly illegal
substances. As such, no bank or credit union
will have any direct affiliation with the

EARTH DAY & GPF'S
FOOT PRINT

cannabis industry.
This means the industry is forced to use CASH
and lots of it. Read more here.

In these days of high pollution and higher gas prices, it
only makes sense that Guardian Protection Force has a
small, yet impressive, fleet of hybrid-patrol vehicles.
Currently, we have two Ford Maverick trucks, two Ford
Escapes, and one Ford Bronco.
These vehicles have been essential in both our daily
operations and especially with our patrols.
As technology advances a steady trend is emerging
and it appears to be gaining steam; Hybrid and electric
vehicles are here to stay.

FEATURE FRIDAY: FTO
ESNARD

Also, it cannot be overstated that the accident-

It is obvious, to those who know him, that FTO

avoidance safety features in these newer models are

Esnard has been shaped by his time in the

invaluable;

service. Even when it seems like he has been
beaten down with fatigue he never gives up.

Blind spot detection mirrors,

Joining the armed forces fresh out of Highschool

collision avoidance alarms,

in 2011, Esnard embraced the military lifestyle and

and rear cameras

considers it the best decision he has every made.

All of these features have helped our armed-patrol

Now operating a mortar crew as a Section

drivers maintain a level of safety when on the road.

Sergeant he plans to stay the course until
retirement. Thank you very much, FTO Esnard, for

Read more here.

your outstanding dedication to duty and service
to our country. Congratulations!
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STRESS
MANAGEMENT
FOR SECURITY
PROFESSIONALS

ADMINISTRATIVE
PROFESSIONALS DAY

If we could sum up the last

It can be argued that security officers are the tip of the spear,

two years into one word, I

braving the front lines when dealing with situations. If that is

think most of us can agree,

the case, then the administration staff are the shaft that pushes

that word would be “stressful.”

the tip forward. They are the unseen, and often unacknowledged

While the pandemic has been
the root cause of a lot of
stress, for some, COVID-19 just
amplified what was already
there. Everyone can agree that
we live in very stressful times,
and this can negatively affect
our health and the health of

workers that keep Guardian Protection Force running
seamlessly. Having a competent workforce that can tame the
vast quagmire of logistics is invaluable, and GPF is proud to
have four extremely capable women supporting our team:
Adelynn Camacho (Executive Assistant)
Katarina Bilandzich (Administrative Assistant)
Sommer Gonzales (Administrative Assistant)
Jenny Saechao (Human Resources Representative.)

those around us.
Understanding stress

Guardian Protection Force would like to thank its administration

management and how it

staff very much for their dedication and professionalism.

affects us are the tools needed

Together they have dominated challenge after challenge and

to navigate the constant

keep the spear moving forward. We hope to continue watching

squalls of turmoil and

them grow and thrive within this company.

bitterness that we face.

